Getting Started: Client Empathy Mapping

What are the Benefits of a Client Empathy Map?
Client Empathy Maps are useful for several purposes. At
their core, they give your team a deeper understanding of
the client (internal or external). This allows you to design
an experience for your clients with greater confidence that
it will meet their needs and address any underlying
concerns they may have. If you haven’t been through the
process yet, set aside some time with key stakeholders in
your firm to build one map, and experience firsthand the
value. Every time we have led a group through the
exercise, 100% of the participants say the time was well
spent. Key reasons you might decide to host a CEM
session:

Where the client
connects her need
to your brand
promise.
Researches your
firm, talks to peers,
makes the decision
to reach out.

“Sales”

Where the client
takes action on the
brand promise and
engages, from
initial conversation
to signing a
contract.

A CEM is more a process than a document. You and your
colleagues collaborate to anticipate the questions, needs,
and behaviors of the client you are seeking to better
understand at each of the five major phases in the client
journey (See Figure 1). By capturing these rational and
emotional states throughout the journey, you will see
clear opportunities to guide the client towards positive
outcomes, head off negative events, and create happier
and more loyal clients.
Client Empathy Maps are a simple way to visualize the
totality of a client’s experience. Different than a Journey
Map or an Ecosystem Map (both of which can be difficult
to create for long & complex journeys), the Empathy Map
focuses on client understanding, rather than the full
mechanics of the processes and touch points. The output
of an Empathy Map may reveal sub-sections of the client
journey that can be further improved with a more detailed
approach like a Journey Map or Ecosystem Map.
Who Needs to Be Involved
Client Empathy Mapping is a dynamic, fun exercise
generally improved by having many voices and
perspectives in the room. Time is costly – especially in
professional services firms – but the diverse perspectives
from many players build better maps. Front-line
employees (e.g., project managers), their support staff,
leaders, executives, and administrative staff (e.g., finance
/ accounting / IT) all impact the clients’ journey and may

“Project Delivery”

Engage

“Marketing”

Enter

Entice

Kickstarting a Client Experience Program
Pursuing a Major Project / Opportunity
Entering a New Market
Desire to Increase Share of Wallet with a Key Client
Onboarding a New Client
Hiring new Client-facing Staff / Leaders

What is a Client Empathy Map?

Where the client
works with you to
actually receive the
service hired,
including meetings,
reviewing
documents, making
decisions.

“Project Closeout”
Where the client
receives the final
work product /
resolution, final
billing and invoice,
ending the
engagement.

“Wonders Where
You Went”

Extend

If you’re looking for a quick way to jump start a clientcentric culture, or you need to align everyone’s approach
before a big pursuit, consider starting with a simple and
powerful exercise called Client Empathy Mapping (CEM).
A client empathy map allows you to quickly, clearly, and
simply build a better picture of the underlying drivers of
your clients, and then pro-actively respond to those needs.

Seeking to Understand Why Internal Initiatives are
not Getting Buy-in
Increasing Concern of Competition / Client Attrition

Exit

Have you ever wondered, “What can I do in less than half
a day that, more than almost anything else, will transform
my firm’s way of thinking, create awareness, build value,
and focus my team on improving our clients’ experience?”

Where the client
lives with your
work, reflects on
her experience,
and engages in any
post-project
communication.

Figure 1: Client Empathy Map Journey Steps
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have ideas for how to improve that journey. That said, with
as few as three or four colleagues, you can create a wealth
of insight and ideas for creating excellence.
Something to consider, due to the workshop nature of the
exercise, larger groups typically create maps much faster.
Where a few people may require four or more hours to
build a good map (without experience), groups of ten or
more can do the work in half the time. The most timeefficient version uses five groups working together, so
multiples of five work well. If you can get 10, 15, or 20
together you’ll maximize the insights and opportunities.
Don’t be afraid to start small, just recognize each
contributor will need more time to get through the
process.
How do I Use an Empathy Map?
In the process of creating a map, you’ll accomplish two
primary objectives. First, you’ll create excitement for
client experience (CX) thinking. Second, you’ll generate a
prioritized list of potential actions your team can take to
improve the clients’ experience. Many “low hanging fruit”
items will surface, along with other more strategic and

complex opportunities, each of which will help retain
clients, win new clients, and improve business outcomes.
I’m Ready. How Do I Get Started?
The tools are simple: Post-It Notes and Sharpies, and
about 15 feet of wall space (See Figure 2). While not
required, the process works best using seven or eight
different colors of Post-It Notes for visual clarity. You’ll find
a ready-made shopping cart of high-contrast colors on this
Amazon list (http://a.co/11yDzlJ).
Round up a group of your co-workers and set aside several
hours. Practiced teams can do a complete map in 60-90
minutes. If you’re just getting started, you owe it to your
team to double that time allotment. Three hours is a great
target. The last step (identifying and prioritizing potential
actions) provides the most lasting value – running out of
time limits the potential of the whole exercise!
Before the workshop, develop a “Client Persona” for the
client’s journey you will map. There’s no “right” client to
pick, though a high-value, strategic client is a good place
to start. Or, pick a common, representative client that has

Figure 2: Sample Client Empathy Map
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many similar peers (so a larger portion of your client base
can benefit from the exercise). You may also choose to do
an empathy map for a major project pursuit, in which case
building a persona around the lead decision maker will
assure your map is targeted for securing a win.
The persona could be very detailed, or extremely
lightweight. The more familiar the client is to the empathy
team, the less detail you’ll need. Also, be sure to select a
PERSON, not a company, for your persona. People have
emotions (with which you can empathize), companies
don’t.
You can find many resources online regarding persona
development, but in short, make the person a real client,
preferably one your mapping team knows. Capture the
demographic details of the person (age, title, etc.). Create
a list of 10 – 20 adjectives describing that person – use
adjectives that have clear opposites, for example: is the
client sophisticated or simple, wordy or concise, engaged
or detached? List a few personal motivators for that client:
WHY are they doing what they do, both at work and at
home? Where does the client want to be in five years?
Where does the client go now to buy services like yours?
Where do they shop for other business and personal goods
& services? A complete but simple persona should fill a
single page. Don’t get caught up in the details – you’re
simply creating a starting-point for the empathy team.
Share the persona with the team before the workshop.
Have them read it and offer any other insights. Distribute
a final draft ready for your empathy workshop.
Building Your Empathy Map:

To see where to start, consider the result you are looking
to achieve. Your empathy map may look something like
Figure 2 when complete.
The Empathy Map tracks the five phases of the client
journey, beginning to the left, and moving to the right. The
five key phases are Entice, Enter, Engage, Exit, and Extend,
as shown in Figure 1 (found on page 1).

As you build your Empathy Map, you’ll see each phase
constitutes one COLUMN on the map.
Each of the rows on the map represents a different
“empathy tool” to anticipate and communicate something
about the client. These tools are: Questions, Needs,
Thinking, Feeling, Saying, and Doing. The final row is not
an empathy tool, but the place where you decide what
you’re going to do in response to your empathy insights.
The different tools are described in Figure 3.
Filling In the Blanks
The intersection of each row and column is a field where
your team brainstorms the empathy elements. For
example, you may start with the column Entice and the
row Questions. What questions does your client have
during the entice phase?
After generating several questions, you can choose to
move along the row (get all the questions figured out
across the journey) or move down the column (figure out
everything about the Entice phase). Both approaches work
well, though many find working out all the questions first,
then moving to needs, etc. is easier to process. What
we’ve seen is that jumping between phases is less of a
mental leap than jumping between themes.
Depending upon the size of the team you have working on
this, you can divide and conquer. With five or more
people, break into five teams. Each team can work on
QUESTIONS for one phase of the journey. Team 1 works
on Entice, Team 2 on Enter, etc.
To assure everyone can engage, and to get different
perspectives in each phase, rotate phases as you move
down the map. For example, Team 1 may brainstorm
Entice / Questions the first round, then move over and
down to Enter / Needs, followed by Engage / Thinking, Exit
/ Feeling, Extend / Saying, and wrapping up back with
Entice / Doing. This allows everyone to touch every phase
and every empathy tool. This method allows larger teams

Every client passes through each of the five journey phases
– and hopefully cycles back to the beginning to work with
you time and time again!
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Questions
Needs
Thinking

What questions does the client have at this point in the journey? Questions may be about your
service, or about her situation.

What does the client need at this step? Often the need answers a question. Also consider needs from
the client’s perspective, not limited to what your firm currently provides.
What is the client thinking? These aren’t questions – you covered those. Instead, these are the
rational reactions the client has to the processes, experiences, roadblocks, and environments
encountered. Include Positive / Negative & Because

Feeling

What is the client feeling? These are the emotional responses to processes, experiences, roadblocks,
and the environment encountered. Include Positive / Negative & Because

Saying

What might the client say? Often what's said relates to the thoughts and emotions, but “saying” is an
act with intent to communicate, and may reveal what is “really meant” based on unsaid
thoughts/feelings from above. Include Positive / Negative & Because

Doing

What things is the client doing in this phase? Think about all the actions the client takes not just
interacting with your business, but also include the related actions the client takes in other areas of
her journey. Include Positive / Negative & Because

Actions

Different than above, this is the list of things YOUR FIRM might do to alleviate a pain or create a
better experience from any of the questions / needs / thoughts/ feelings / sayings / doings above.
Anticipate the questions / needs, and design answers to them proactively.

Figure 3: CEM Empathy Tools

to move faster than a small team of 2 or 3 who must cover
each box, one at a time.

until the very end unless you want to turn this into a 10hour exercise.

If you take a team approach, have everyone brainstorm
QUESTIONS for 3-5 minutes; each team should put
between 3-6 questions on the board, one question per
Post-It Note (refer back to Figure 2). After all teams have
added their notes to the map, start with Entice, have each
team read their notes, and quickly (1-2 minutes) share
their thinking. DON’T TRY TO SOLVE PROBLEMS OR
ANSWER THE QUESTIONS – no big discussions yet. You’ll
never finish if you stop to figure out every opportunity to
improve. That’s what the ACTIONS row is for. Anyone who
has an idea for something your team can do in response to
that round of Post-Its can write their idea for action on a
Post-It Note and put it on the bottom row. The bottom row
is open for additions any time during the workshop.
However, I encourage you to leave it closed for discussion

After reviewing the QUESTIONS row, move down to NEEDS
and repeat the process. Each team gets about three
minutes to brainstorm possible needs the client has, write
each on a Post-It, and add it to the wall. Start the review
again at Entice and add actions as they come up.
Repeat for each of the next four rows, Thinking, Feeling,
Saying, and Doing. These Post-It notes need a bit more
information: sentiment and cause. For example: “I’m
feeling anxious about approving this invoice BECAUSE I
don’t know the actual percent complete of the project.
(NEGATIVE).” This is a negative sentiment (anxious) and
shares the root cause of the anxiety. Every note should
therefore include the word “because.” You may not be
able to remove “anxiety” but you can probably address the
root cause (for example, by providing evidence of work
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completion that matches the invoiced fee). Rather than
write the word positive / negative on the note, simply put
a + or – in the top-left corner of the Post-It.

implemented earlier in the journey to be more proactive.
In this way, review each column, working Extend, Exit,
Engage, Enter, Entice.

A good Post-It Note for the Thinking, Feeling, Saying,
Doing rows looks like Figure 4, below:

Now that the entire map has been created – all the
questions, needs, behaviors and actions – take one more
step to prioritize the identified actions. Have each person
take ONE Post-It note and rip it into three flags.
Independently, each person reviews the actions, and flags
the three they think are the best ideas to implement first
(see Figure 2). After everyone is done, you’ll have a clear
picture of which ideas have the most organizational
support, and therefore are most likely to be successfully
implemented. Develop a brief plan for how to plan each
initiative, assign responsibilities, and wrap for the day.

-

I’M FEELING anxious
about approving this
invoice BECAUSE I

don’t know the actual
percent complete of
the project.

Figure 4: Example of Post-It Note for Rows 3 - 6

When you are generating actions, you might look at the
positive sentiments and identify ways to design for that
outcome. When looking at negative sentiments, you may
want to identify ways to avoid that outcome. Avoiding
problems is critical but pursuing moments that delight
your clients is just as powerful, and often instrumental in
differentiating your firm from others. Frequent doses of
delight also build in a buffer against the inevitable negative
moments your clients will face. Consider “delighters” to be
contingency in the relationship against friction. The more
great moments you deliver, the more understanding your
clients will be when mistakes happen.
After all the rows and columns have been filled, consider
looking at each column in whole, to get the bigger picture.
Then generate one more round of potential actions.
Perhaps start at the end of the journey, and for each action
generated, consider whether that action can be

Each stakeholder responsible for a highly prioritized action
may desire to push their thinking further, looking at the
Post-It note(s) that generated their action, and employ the
“Five Why” method to really go deep in understanding the
client’s perspective. “I’m feeling anxious about approving
this invoice BECAUSE I don’t know the actual percent
complete of the project. (NEGATIVE)” was the example
from above. WHY does that lack of knowledge create
anxiety? Why does the answer to that question matter?
Keep asking why until you understand. You’ll likely find
deep and powerful emotional drivers behind his sentiment
and behavior!
Congratulations! You’ve built your Client Empathy Map.
On the following pages you’ll find a few additional
resources to help you conduct your first Client Empathy
Map session successfully:
A step-by-step distilled checklist to time and run your
session (Page 6)
A preparation guide to share with your workshop
attendees before they show up (Page 7)
A sample “deliverable” you might create after your
workshop, which captures all the insights gained, and
builds a plan for executing on the action items.
If you have any questions or would like help, please reach
out to answers@clientsavvy.com or call us at 866-4337322.
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Checklist: Client Empathy Mapping
Empathy Map Step-By-Step Checklist:
PREPARE: Identify your Team, Schedule, and Invite
PREPARE: Develop Your Persona and Share
PREPARE: Acquire Post It Notes and Sharpies
5 MIN: Discuss the Persona clarifying questions
5 MIN: Present overview of the map process
5 MIN: Define each column
5 MIN: If working in teams, assign each team to a
column/phase (See Figure 1)
2 MIN: Define "Questions" for the team (See Fig. 2)
5 MIN: Create "Question" Post-Its for each phase
7 MIN: Have each team present their questions; limit
presentation / discussion to 1-2 minutes
2 MIN: Generate action Post-It Notes and put on the
map during the presentation / discussion
2 MIN: Define "Needs" for the team (See Figure 2)
5 MIN: Create "Needs" Post-It Notes for each phase.
7 MIN: Have each team present their needs; limit
presentation / discussion to 1-2 minutes each
2 MIN: Generate action Post-It Notes and put on the
map during the presentation / discussion
2 MIN: Define "Thinking" for the team (See Figure 2)
5 MIN: Create "Thinking" Post-It Notes for each
phase. Reminder: Include word "Because"
7 MIN: Have each team present their thinking; limit
presentation / discussion to 1-2 minutes
2 MIN: Generate action Post-It Notes and put on the
map during the presentation / discussion
2 MIN: Define "Feeling" for the team (See Figure 2)
5 MIN: Create "Feeling" Post-It Notes for each phase.
Reminder: Include word "Because"

Entice

Enter

7 MIN: Have each team present their feeling; limit
presentation / discussion to 1-2 minutes
2 MIN: Generate action Post-It Notes and put on the
map during the presentation / discussion
2 MIN: Define "Saying" for the team (See Figure 2)
5 MIN: Create "Saying" Post-It Notes for each phase.
Reminder: Include word "Because"
7 MIN: Have each team present their saying; limit
presentation / discussion to 1-2 minutes each.
2 MIN: Generate action Post-It Notes and put on the
map during the presentation / discussion
2 MIN: Define "Doing" for the team (See Figure 2)
5 MIN: Create "Doing" Post-It Notes for each phase.
Reminder: Include word "Because"
7 MIN: Have each team present their doing; limit
presentation / discussion to 1-2 minutes each.
2 MIN: Generate action Post-It Notes and put on the
map during the presentation / discussion
3 MIN: As a group, briefly review Extend, generate
any additional actions
3 MIN: Review Exit, generate additional actions
3 MIN: Review Engage, generate additional actions
3 MIN: Review Enter, generate additional actions
3 MIN: Review Entice, generate additional actions
1 MIN: Have each person tear a Post-It into three
5 MIN: Everyone adheres strips to the three actions
they think the firm should accomplish first
5 MIN: Confirm as a team which actions your will
take action on immediately
5 MIN: Assign stakeholders to each planned action,
and set goals to implement
AFTER: Take pictures of the map, document
decisions, and share with your team/firm
Engage

Exit

Extend

Questions
Needs
Thinking
Feeling
Saying
Doing
Action
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Participant Handout: Prepare for Client Empathy Mapping
Empathy.
That’s a tough word. It might even be frightening. Don’t
worry. We’ll get through this together. Soon, we’ll engage
in a simple exercise, Client Empathy Mapping, that will
help you build a framework and process to consistently
understand and anticipate what your clients want, need,
and expect.
Client Empathy Mapping (CEM) involves no slides, no
presentations, and no boring lectures. Instead, a facilitator
will guide you and your peers through the exercise which
you ultimately own. With lots and lots of Post-It Notes.
A complete CEM workshop includes two phases: a practice
round for those new to the process, followed by a practical
round where you apply the process to a real-world
business situation within your firm.
No preparation is necessary. Feel free to simply show up
with an open mind and willingness to participate in a
dynamic exercise. If you would like to know more about
what to expect during the workshop, read on.

For the practice exercise, we will actually NOT practice
empathy. Instead, we’ll use a potential experience from
your own life, where you don’t have to imagine how
someone else feels. To prepare, imagine you would like to
take a special someone out for a special occasion dinner.
Whether it’s your anniversary or mom’s birthday doesn’t
matter. Get in mind the process you will go through to
plan, execute, and wrap up the meal.
First, you are ENTICED with options. You have a hope for a
nice dinner, and explore several potential dining options.
Second, you are making a reservation – you are ENTERING
into a business transaction. Third, you are at the

restaurant, ENGAGED in the dining experience. Fourth,
you are wrapping up the meal and EXITING the experience.
Finally, you may EXTEND the experience with post-meal
thoughts, feelings, and sentiments.
These five phases model every business interaction –
whether it’s a restaurant, an engineering firm, or any other
type of exchange. We will map each of these phases for
your imagined dining experience.
Within each phase, you and your colleagues will
brainstorm the following:
What are my needs?
What questions do I have?
What might I be feeling (positive/negative)?
What might I be thinking (positive/negative)?
What might I be saying (positive/negative)?
What might I be doing (positive/negative)?
You will answer these questions for each of the five
phases. After about an hour, you and your colleagues will
have developed the experience map of an ideal restaurant
– and likely find you’ve invented a better restaurant than
has ever existed.
Now, equipped with the process fundamentals, we’ll
practice real empathy, by applying the same questions to
the five client phases for your firm, but doing so for a client
persona. As a group, we’ll pick a real client – a person, not
a company – that represents a common type of person you
serve. You will then answer these questions for each
phase, as if you were that person.
The final outcome will be an empathy map for that
persona, with prioritized action items to improve that
persona’s experience.
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Sample Report: “Walter White” Empathy Map
As part of the 2017 CXps Conference, workshop attendees
explored Client Empathy Mapping and put themselves in
the shoes of attendee ACME Engineers’ clients. After a
brief explanation of the process, ACME Engineers provided
an overview of the client persona they developed for the
group to map during the workshop.
The client persona was typified by “Walter White” from
the fictitious firm, “Heisenberg Architects”. However, he
represented an actual client in role, market, and general
behavior. “Walter” is the Project Manager and Director of
Community Development for “Heisenberg”. He cares
about making a positive impact in communities, provides
solutions beyond traditional design considerations, views
clients as partners – and would like to develop more
inclusive relationships with design team partners.
Over the course of three hours, the group anticipated how
“Walter” would think, feel, and act from the beginning of
the relationship to after a project is long over.
During the exercise, the group generated several ideas and
themes of potential positive and negative experiences or
sentiments “Walter” may encounter. Primary themes
revolved around finding a way to enable “Walter” to
include ACME Engineers on the team in more potential
projects, being more prepared for kick-off and project
delivery, and improving communication.
The team prioritized the potential actions identified,
grouped a few related actions, and decided to focus on the
three key action areas: Becoming “Walter’s” Go-to
Resource, Setting Projects Up for Success, and Improving
Communication. Other action items are included for
reference and further consideration.
Listed below are the various ideas generated to enhance
ACME Engineers’ client experience followed by Client
Savvy’s recommendations for the three action areas and
an electronic version of the Client Empathy Map created.
Action Area One: Become “Walter’s” Go-to Resource
•
•

Prove to “Walter” that hiring our firm makes
projects easier on him
Predominantly showcase “Walter’s” projects in
our project portfolio

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Engage with “Walter” more frequently to learn
about projects earlier, enabling us to more
intentionally pursue and execute projects
Plan further out to enable us to hire and train the
resources needed to ensure that we are ready and
able to proactively help “Walter”
Stop saying “we are busy” to reinforce that we are
ready and able to proactively help “Walter”
Communicate to “Walter” the benefits and cost
savings of having a go-to resource
Reflect the language “Walter” uses back to him
especially in marketing thought-leader content
Work with “Walter” to develop a way for him to
position our firm as a “premium” to his clients
Further develop our relationship with “Walter” by
learning more about his interests and passions
Become involved in the organizations “Walter” is
involved in at different levels of our organization,
including our junior staff
Provide “Walter” with feedback from other clients
Invite “Walter” to meet for a beer and/or play golf
to discuss his big wins/ideas/drivers
Invite “Walter” to develop a joint case study,
submit for a speaking opportunity, etc. at
conferences and/or seminars his clients attend
Bring “Walter” opportunities
Submit projects with ”Walter” for awards
Develop a Master Services Agreement

Action Area Two: Setting Projects Up for Success
•
•

•

•
•

Develop an “If We Win Plan”
Proactively provide “Walter” with a schedule for
all team members including those that will be
onsite (survey, etc.)
In advance of kick-off meetings, proactively
provide information to clients to demonstrate we
"have a plan in place"
At kick-off, work out invoicing schedule
Capture and document lessons learned and
feedback

Action Area Three: Improving Communication
•
•

Establish a communication plan
Proactively follow-up after submitting proposals
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate/follow-up on specific scope items
(with more detailed scope)
Communicate the interface points when the
project is awarded (in the schedule)
Create a weekly look ahead
Make sure clients have the latest drawings
Conduct a project feedback review with the owner
Hold a maintenance meeting with the facilities
staff
Ask to meet with the owner to walk the site for
maintenance and operations review

To become “Walter’s” go-to resource and perform the
action items identified, business development teams may
need coaching, training, and/or tools in order to:
•
•
•
•
•

Other Action Items
•
•
•

Provide a breakdown of work, MBE/WBE vs. ACME
Engineers
Pitch our 3D laser scanning services for As-Builts
Ask for referrals

•

•

Action Area One: Becoming “Walter’s” Go-to Resource
As up to two-thirds of business-to-business deals are lost
before any formal RFP process begins, the focus on
becoming “Walter’s” go-to resource will position ACME
Engineers to win more projects with him.
“Walter” would like to develop more inclusive
relationships with design team partners, as noted above.
During the Client Empathy Mapping activity, it was
identified that “Walter” would also like to work with a firm
that is easy to do business with, especially on challenging
projects. In addition, the firm should be willing to take the
journey with him to impress his clients and meet his
clients’ expectations. By implementing the action items
above and recommendations below, ACME Engineers can
satisfy “Walter’s” wants and needs, and become his go-to
resource.
Development of a truly deep understanding of “Walter”,
his clients, and the goals and needs of their projects will
enable ACME Engineers to provide him with insights that
are unique to your firm’s expertise. This will differentiate
ACME Engineers in “Walter’s” mind as well as differentiate
“Walter” and “Heisenberg” in their clients’ minds.
Pursuing these paths of differentiation will enable
“Walter” to position ACME Engineers as a premium with
his client.

Identify potential project opportunities for
“Walter”
Develop methods to engage “Walter” earlier
Clearly define “Walter”, his client, and the
project’s goals and needs
Read “between the lines” to pull goals and needs
out of conversations and documents
Meet with “Walter” and his client to draw out
pains, identify causes, quantify impacts, and
develop a vision of a solution
Communicate to “Walter” how ACME Engineers
and your team members’ knowledge and
expertise enable this vision
Communicate this vision to ACME Engineers’
project team

Project teams may need coaching, training, and/or tools in
order to:
•
•
•
•

Understand “Walter” and his clients’ goals, needs,
and the vision of the solution
Gain further clarity on goals and needs
Position themselves as experts
Understand the depth and breadth of the entire
project team’s resources

We suggest ACME Engineers perform a deep dive into the
“Entice” (marketing and business development) phase to
uncover opportunities to enhance existing processes and
activities and develop additional ways to engage “Walter”
and other clients earlier (such as holding workshops or
technical seminars for clients). This deep dive could
include conducting in-person focus groups, in-depth oneon-one phone interviews, identification of existing and
new touch-points, development of additional personas,
and in-depth client journey mapping.
Action Area Two: Setting Projects Up for Success
Building upon the action items necessary to become
Walter’s go-to resource, project teams will have a deeper
understanding of “Walter’s” goals, needs, wants,
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Sample Report: “Walter White” Empathy Map
insecurities, and perceptions from the beginning of the
project.

through both ClientFeedbackTool and verbally to reinforce
why ACME Engineers should be “Walter’s” go-to resource.

The group recommended development of an “If We Win
Plan” and basing this plan upon the above greater
understanding will significantly help set projects up for
success. This plan would address many of the identified
questions “Walter” has including “how soon can you start”
and “can you help with RFP prep?” It would also provide
“Walter” with reassurance that ACME Engineers
understands how the project will get done, that you’re
committed to the schedule, and that the due diligence,
contracting, and accounting processes will be reviewed
and proactively managed. In addition, a detailed schedule
for all project team members including those that would
be onsite (survey, etc.) would be provided.

Action Area Three: Improving Communication

This plan would be provided in advance of kick-off and will
help minimize “Walter’s” feelings of being “cautious”,
“frightened”, “anxious”, “confused”, “nervous”, and
“overwhelmed” (as identified during the Client Empathy
Mapping activity) by alleviating most of his fears of the
unknown.
Client Savvy recommends having an internal portion of the
plan that outlines any additional items, challenges, and/or
processes that need to be resolved or managed to set
projects up for success. All tasks in the plan should be
assigned to a specific project team member with an
associated deadline. In addition, a Project Success
Scoresheet that includes everyone on the team should be
developed prior to kick-off that includes defined
measurable goals and the team members that are
responsible for each goal, as well as a schedule for periodic
check-ins at the senior level.
To cement the success of the project and help set future
projects up for success, the group recommended that
lessons learned be documented during project close-out.
In addition, it was recommended that ACME Engineers
hold a project feedback review meeting with “Walter” and
the owner. This meeting will provide a forum to share
lessons learned throughout the project including
challenges and documented solutions. It will also provide
the opportunity to review positive feedback received

The group identified enhancing communication as a way
to highlight the areas ACME Engineers excels in,
proactively address “Walter’s” questions and needs,
overcome “Walter’s” fears, and reinforce why ACME
Engineers should be his go-to resource.
Client Savvy recommends that ACME Engineers consider
communication training for team members to instill
confidence in them on how to communicate well (what to
say, not say – words matter). This will help them:
•
•
•
•

Avoid expressing that ACME Engineers is too busy
for additional projects
Identify and speak to client needs
Accept ownership for challenges
Ask questions that draw out candid, clear insights
with unambiguous meaning

Development of a Communication Plan was also
recommended during the “Engage” phase. Client Savvy
suggests that development of communication plans be
expanded to include additional plans for before and after
projects as communication is critical to the long-term
success of any client relationship.
Regardless of whether a Communication Plan is for a
project, marketing and business development, or an
ongoing client relationship, the following items are
typically included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan Purpose & Approach
Communication Goals & Objectives
Communication Roles
Communication Tools & Methods
Target Audiences
Key Messages, Purpose for Each Audience, and
Content
Resources
Action Plan for Challenges & Emergencies
Communication Milestones & Measurements of
Success
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•

•

Messaging Matrix including objectives, topics,
delivery method, frequency, audience, purpose,
chain of command, and responsible role
Action Plan Working Document for each client and
their projects that includes the items in the
Messaging Matrix with specific details, the current
status of each action item, and any comments

Communication plans are most impactful when key
stakeholders buy-in to the process and are involved in the
development. Client Savvy recommends interviewing key
stakeholders, including clients such as “Walter”, as part of
the communication plan development process to ensure
the information each stakeholder needs is provided when
they need it or prior to in a method that is easy for them
to receive. Once the needs of internal and external key
stakeholders have been established, Communication

Plans can be developed for projects, marketing and
business
development,
and/or
ongoing
client
relationships with Action Plan Working Documents for
each client and their projects.
Summary
The above action items will work together to produce a
higher quality of experience and more satisfied clients that
view ACME Engineers as their go-to resource, including
“Walter”, which will increase profitability through
stronger relationships with repeat clients, more referrals,
and additional references.
Client Savvy welcomes further discussion with ACME
Engineers on these topics to collaborate on ways to
further your success.
Client Empathy Mapping: Captured Empathy Map
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